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Aibania and Kosovo continue to demonstrate signs of politica1 and econonio instabillty and
potential conflict. In Aibania, the situation is characterised by political intolerance among political
parties, political alienation and lack of accountability, poverty and unemployment, which affects
Balkan stability by strengthening nationalist positions in neighbouring countries towards their
minorities or on behaif of their national niinorities, creating uninanageable refugee movements,
and increasing opportunities for illegal trafflcking of weapons. In Kosovo, the situation is

characterised by Kosovo's axnbiguous political status, ethnically-based repression, lack of

econoniic opportunity, the Milosevic factor, the threat of a spillover of the conflict into
Macedonia and Aibania by way of illegal trafficking of weapons, cross-border guerrilla activity
and movement, and refligees, which can then undermine their fragile domestic situations.

Policy Recommendations:

Canada's interests in these two situations are based on security and human rights issues.

In Aibania, political stabilisation should be pursued by improving political tolerance, enforcing the
rule of law and due process, and introducing a-free and independent media (means essentially

focusing on the younger, next generation of leaders, new constitution, arms collection).
Economnic development should be encouraged by creating fiinctioning macro-economlic structures

(banks, tax collection), micro-enterprise development beyond kiosks and to include agricultural
industry, attracting foreign investment through legisiation and regulations that protect such
investment, transportation infrastructure and other improvements. Furthermore, humanlitarian, aid
(food and medical aid on an emergency basis) should be dispersed on a national level, not just in
Tirana.
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Aibania and Kosovo: Canada's Interests and Policy Options

by Robert Austin

Both Aibania and Kosovo are extremely unstable at the moment. For Aibania, stability in the
long-term is a realistic possibility, but the prospects for stability in Kosovo in the foresecable
future are far less promising. Instability in either country directly affects the broader Balkan
region. Along with its security concerns, Canada also has humanitarian and humari rights
interests in Aibania and Kosovo.

As has become clear during this century, the interests of the Aibanian nation and of the Aibanian
state rarely coincide. Therefore, the two cases will be deait with separately in this paper.
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Under Berisha's leadership the country vigorously headed towards a market economy between
1992 and 1996. Berisha legalized private ownership, prnvatized state-owned property and broke
up the collective farm system. For four consecutive years, Albania's GDP grew between 7 and
il percent annually. Aibania successfully reintegrated into the world community becoming a
member of the Council of Europe, the OSCE and NATO's Partnership for Peace program.

Berisha was far less successful, however, in consolidating democracy, building a civil and
tolerant society and instituting rule of law. Under Presîdent Berisha, Albania's governiment
remained highly intolerant of opposition. Its political prograin focussed primarily on destroying
the Socialist Party (the Communist Party changed its name to the Socialist Party in June 1991)
using illegal means. The post-communist leaders smoothly continued their predecessors' pattern
of jailing political foes. The deeply politicized courts convicted Socialist Party leader Nano in
1994.

In 1996 'the country went to, the polis again. The Democratic Party engaged in wide scale
electoral fraud to ensure its victory. Even though the Democratic Party probably would have
won these elections honestly, it did flot want to risk losing. It feared that in opposition iýt would
be subjected to the very same policy of retribution that it had meted out to the Socialist Party.
Following the 1996 elections political power became concentrated in the President Berisha's
hands and Western support for the government dissipated. International human rights
organizations noted widespread human rights abuses; there were restrictions on the press and
other media; and massive political interference in the judiciary continued. Deep polarization
between the country's two ieading parties and elite political in-fighting in Tirana left the Aibanian
people isolated from the country's political process.

The collapse of pyrarnid schemes brought Albania's political and economic systems to collapse in
early 1997. They first appeared in 1993 and began to show their weakness in the fali of 1996.
However, neither the government, the media nor the EVMP warned the Aibanian people of the
dangers of investing in them. Each of the main political parties actually had its own pyramnid
scheme. The press stuck to its party base and was unable to assess independently the impact of
the schemes. By 1996, 80% of the population had invested a total of $500 million dollars--50%
of GDP--in them. Many people had invested everything they had and initially lived off the
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Many Aibanians blamed President Berisha for the country's upheaval believing that heete

benefitted persorially from the pyramid schemes or should have wamned the people of their

dangers. The severity of the economic crisis destroyed President Benisha's govemmrrent. Fearing

a worseniflg of the Aibanian instability, the international community forced new elections in

June 1997. Fatos Nano who had been recently freed from jail won these elections. Nano and his

Socialist Party remain in power today.

Prospects for Civil Unrest in Aibania

Aibania bas flot completely emerged from the political and economiC crisis of 1997. Although

pyramid schemnes have been outtawed in Aibania, the pohitical intolerance, citizen alienation

from governlTeflt and economic depression that contributed to the couTItTy's breakdown last year

have flot been resolved. Two new factors exist today which additionally threaten Albania's

stability: an armed population and the conflit in neighboning Kosovo. A second episode of civil

unrest remains a real possibly.

1. Pofidical intolerance
The underlying cause of political instability in Aibania is a total lack of political tolerance ini the

country. Albania's twentieth century history is defined by a cycle of political vengeance. Over

the past five years the two main political parties have engaged in backward-lookiTlg arguments

and spent littie time devising a realistic program for Albania!s future. The Democratic Party

intensified the political polarization by focusing on destroying the Socialist Party through illegal

means, including jailiflg party leader Fatos Nano in 1994. While in power the Democratic Party

waged an aggressive campaign against the unfriendly media. The pattern of political intolerance

and retribution persists today, aibeit flot with the severity of the previous goverflmeflt. The

Socialist Party and Prime Minister Nano have purged ail facets of governiment service, filling
----- 1'- ýr Thki rri-nite-, a hostile ornosition more eager to right

will i
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The current state of Albania's economy 15 bleak: unemploYment is estimated at 30%, and is
especially high axnong Albania's youth; the newly created private farms lack capital; key
industrial sectors are closed due to a lack of capital for modernization; the govemment can't
collect taxes, inflation was 42 per cent in 1997; and there is a huge trade imbalance. Albania's
economy is utterly dependent on cash sent home by the 500,000 or so Aibanians working abroad,
mostly in Grecce.

The Aibanian economy is flot yet capable of providing suff icient opportunity to give Aibanians a
stake in their country's stability. Aibania has the makings of a prosperous state, as it is rich in
minerais and oil (thc central Aibanian oil field is reputed to be one of thec largest onshore reserves
in Europe), can be seif-sufficient in food production, and possesses some of the world's unique
tourist sites. Unfortunately, prospects for economic reform and growth in the near termn are flot
good.

9
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4. A4vaiU.biIitY of WeaPOns 1'Iuncotefr.
There 15 well over haif a million arms stiluacunefo in Aibania after last year's looting of

military weapons depots, making it difficuit for the government to exert controt over the entire

country and contain gang violence. Incidences involving the gun warfare, rival gangs and illegal

weapons erupted throughout 1997. Tirana has been plagued by bomb attacks; and as recently as

September 1997, a bomb blast cut off the capital' s water supply. February's seizure of the

northern city of Shkoder by armed meni is a clear indication of the ability of the widespread

availability of arms to shake Albania's precarious security and stability.

5. Kosovo
The ibaian governiment will not willingly get entangled i the Kosovo crisis due to its political

and economic problemrs at home and Albania's relative military weakness vis a vis Serbia.

However, it might flot be able to keep crisis from spilling over the border. As will be discussed

in more detail below in Part II, the armed conflict and ethnic stife in Kosovo are a destabilizing

force on Albania's governiment and economy. The Kosovo confliot strengthens the position of

previously marginalized Albanian politicians who advocate non-political means to, solve the

Kosovo problemn and gives Aibanians incentive plot to turn in the remaining military weapons

that thec govemrment is tryung to collect. A mass influx of refugees ftom Kosovo would easily

undermine the already difficuit process of economic recovery.
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Canada's lnterests and policy Options

Canada has security, humanitaflari and human rights interests in Aibania. To avoid upsetting the

already delicate balance in the Balkans, Albania!s governiment and economy need to be

stabilized.

I. Poitical Stabilization

Political stabilization includes improviflg political tolerance, enforcing the rule of law and due

process, and introducing an independent media to Aibania.

a) Intra-party dialogue. Albania's future stability and consolidation of democracy depend on

bridging the gap between the two main political parties. The current leadership of the major

polhtical parties is probably too entrenched in their attitudes to embark on a new path of political

tolerance, dialogue and loyal opposition. Fortunately, there is a younger generation of leaders

who are more open to discussion. Dialogue between political opponients of this generation is

needed now before they fali victim to entrenched positions.

Canada, as a neutral country that is highly respected by Aibamians, is in an excellent position to

facilitate dialogue, by sponsoring a programme in which small groups of young leaders learn

how to speak with one another and discuss how to put national interests to the fore. This

programme would take place in Canada as the conditions within Albania now are not conducive

to re-working relations between political opponients.

b) Independent, fact-based media. Political intolerance, the main feature of Aibanian political

life, can be mitigated by a strengtheflifg of independent media, especially televîsion. The

Canadian governiment could help this process by sponsoring a programme to provide teach basic

reporting to young, enthusiastic Albanian journalists at Canadian institutes of higher education.

-* - ,~4*4~4*f~fj ? 1;th hIn m!sdc. Albanians feel that they are pat of the
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Coninud iteratinalmontoriflg will help keep Aibania on the right track. The develoPmeflt

of an independent media in Aibaflia would act as a deterren gis uuehmnrgt bss

especially by goverument authoritieS.

e) Arms collection. In August 1997, the Aibaflian governmeflt instituted a six-week axnnesty for

people ini possession of illegal weapons. At the end of the amnesty period on 30 September

1997, betweefl 600,000 and 800,000 weapoTls remairied in civilian hands. Aibania needs

international assistance to help collect these weapons.

2. Economic Developmeflt

poverty and unemploymfeflt are major contributors to, Albania's internai instability. But

economic developmneft is also critical for alleviatiflg poverty, raîsing the baseline standard of

living of the average citizen, and precluding the need for the food aid from the international

commullity in the future.

a) Macro-ecoflomi structures. In the immediate future, Aibania needs a banking system,

taxation system, and mnacroecoflomic stability. Since the pyramid schemes werc partly the resuit

-f n inqdeouate banking system, the creation of a responsive system would help alleviate the

ici tmeaddess need. The IMFaddress
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infrastructure improvernents. The infrastructure projects will flot corne to fruition for a number
of years, but in the meantime they benefit the econorny by providing substaritial employnient.

3. Humaniturian Aid
From a humanitarian perspective, Canada also has interests in Aibania. In 199 1; 1992 and again
last year, the international comniunity had to provide Aibania With food aid and basic medical
care on an emergency basis.

a) I'ôod aid The collapse of the collective farrns in 1991 and 1992 left Aibania without
adequate food supplies, Last year, Albania's transportation system collapsed as armed groups
controlled the roads. The UN World Food Service organized food aid for the 150,000 families in
need; delivery of the food was protect by an ltalian-led force (under the authorization of the
United Nations). Italy and Greece, which have the most to lose from Albania's instability,
provided the bulk of the food aid.
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PART Il. KOSOVO
Kosovo is a province of Serbia, the largest and most powerful of Yugoslavia's two remaining

republics, and is about twice the size of PEI. This landlocked, mountainous territory has

sufficient minerais and other natural resources to make it a valued prize in an otherwise

impoverished region. By the turn of the centwry, Aibanians were already a majority in Kosovo

and in the aftermath of the Second World War, their numerical superiority grew steadily due to a

high birth rate, lower infant mortality and the out-migration of Serbs. Today, there are about 2.2

million Kosovars, of wbom about ninety percent are ethnic Aibanians, eight percent Serbian, and

the remainder pnimarily Montenegrin.

History of Ethnie Conflict
While Albania!s implosion took many by surprise, Kosovo's relative calrn until last month bas

also been surprising.
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The reassertion of Serb nationhood and authority in Kosovo was accompanied by widespread

human rights violations. The 55,000 strong Serb Police force was employed to elirninate any

perceived expression of Aibanian nationalism. Between 1981 and 1991, about 60,000 Serbs and

Montenegrins fled the ethnic turmoil in Kosovo.

The Aibaniari Kosovars responded to the loss of their institutions by. building a parallel society

within Kosovo completely outside Serbian jurisdiction. In 1 991, Kosovo leaders declared the

region a sovereign and independent state. The decision was overwhelîningly approved in a

referendum, The following year, Kosovo Aibanians elected a shadow parliament and president

that created parallet state systems and structures for taxation, health, education and elections by

Aibanians and for Aibanians.

inriipr the nolitical and moral leadership of Ibrahim Rugova, President of Kosovo's shadow
- . .i 1 ;.~th&,Ir oblectives.
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rule in Kosovo in 1912. Moreover, Kosovo is the cradie of Serb nationhood. Serbs view Kosovo
as an integral part of Serbia and the Aibanians there flot as a majority in Kosovo, but as a
minority within Serbia.

Kosovar Aibanians claimn the right of national seif-determination by virtue of their majority
status within the reg.ion. In an unfortunate twist of historical fate, Kosovo is not only the
birthplace of Serb nationhood, but also birthplace of the Aibanian national awakening in the
l9th century. Kosovar Aibanians have always believed that they deserve equality with the other
nations of federal Yugoslavia, which, in political terrns, has meant having their own republic.

A second factor underlying decades of ethnic conflict in Kosovo is the persistent repression of
ethnic Aibanians by Serb authorities. The Aibanian demand for greater autonomy or independ-
ence has risen and fallen in step with the increase and decrease in violations of their basic humnan
and political rights. The mass killings by Serb forces in March 1998 has eroded the Aibanian
people's willingness to trust any political settlement within Serbia, and garnered support for the
militants who cali for full independence and employ terrorist tactics.

The absence of economnic opportunity the third main factor contributing to instability in Kosovo.
Unemployment among Aibanians is as high as 80 to 90 percent. Unemployment of the educated
Youth is a particularly troublesomne problem. (Thirty percent of the population are students.)
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mayor of Gostivar, where Aibanians make up 75%7 of the population, was convicted of spreading
ethnic intolerance because he allowed the Aibanian flag to fly above city hall. I reaction to the
massacre in the Kosovo village of Donji Prekaz on 10 March 1998, tens of thousands of
Aibanians rallied in Albanian-populated towns in Macedonia ini solidarity with Kosovar
Aibanians and in opposition to Serbia. The demonstrators waved Aibanian flags and sang the,
Aibanian national anthemn.

An influx of Aibamian refugees from Kosovo would flot Albania's Ethnic Population
only heighten political tensions ini Macedonia, but also Sri

cripple the struggling economy. Also, the Kosovo conflict is
likely to bring a flow of ams into Macedonia cither from Mneor

Aibania on their way to Kosovo or fromn Kosovo into the
hands of Kosovars guerrillas and their supporters based in
Macedonia.

If Kosovar rebels cross into Macedonia and use it as a base
from which to attack inside Kosovo, Yugoslavia might
choose to intervene directly in Macedonia.

/±lbania. As with Macedonia, the conflict in Kosovo
threatens Albania's security and its political and econonic X

stability. The- armed conflict in Kosovo underniines efforts .C
in Aibania to collect the weapons held by civilians.
Aibanians have new monctary and nationalist incentives for
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A mass influx of refugees into Aibania wiil strain the aiready difficuit process of recovery from

last year's complete economic breakdowfl. lncreased economic difficulties, ini turn, xviii put

additional pressure on the Aibaniari govemment and political system.

Canada's Interests and Policy Options
Canada has security, huma" rights and humanitarian interests in the Kosovo situation. Regional

spillover from the upheaval in Kosovo threatens to undermine our enormous investments in

Balkan stability, particularly in Bosnia, over the past few years. Political and human rights of

ethnic Aibanians living in Kosovo are being systematically violated by the Serb police and by an

apartheid-like system. Additionally, as the conflict draws on, there xvill be increasîng numbers

of refugees and jnternally displaced persons requiring food, shelter and medical care.

1. Resolution of Kosovo s Political Status
Today, nearly ail parties in the Balkan region and international community are treating the

Kosovo conflict as a question of' political status: Should Kosovo remain a region of the Serbian

Republic within Yugoslavia, regain its status as an autononlous province within Serbia, become

a republic within Yugoslavia, or achieve independence as Its own state?

The international community is virtually unanimous in its support for greater autonomy for

Kosovo within the Yugoslav federation, while categorically opposing independence. This is the

view of the European Union, the United Nations Security Council and the six-nation Contact

Group, comprising the United States, Russia, Britain, France, Germnany and Italy. The United

States, both unilaterally and as a member of the Contact Croup, is the strongest advocate of

pushing Yugoslav President Milosevic and Kosovar Aibanian leaders into negotiations to find a

political resolution to the Kosovo issue. As U.S. Secretary of State Madeleine Albright said wfith

reference to the Contact Group's imposition of new sanctions on Yugoslavia: "The purpose of
------ i.ýJ, , 1-a~ tn% rPtlrn T(n<nvn tn the qtatus couo of last month or last

autonomy for
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Can the international community bring the parties to the negotiating table and force an enduring

political solution? The international commuflity may be able to entice the Aibanian leaders to

seUtle for autonomy by promising to become more involved in Kosovo, helping develop the

economy, and closely monitoring human rights and Kosovo's elections.

Barring links and
have no

kmericans

The focus, then, is on new sanctions against Yugoslavîa. 'r

could very well exace$,ate the Kosovo ethnic conflict

The
and

him mrater

two 17(
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Rugova, president of the Kosovo shadow government and weil-respected pacifist, could very

well support an end to Serb brutality and a restoration of civil rights and Aibanian educational

and cultural institutionls as existed prior to 1989 without insistiflg upon a formai change in

Kosovo 's political status.

What specifically can the international community do to improve respect for human rights and

democratic rights in Kosovo? As a first step, the situation- needs to be monitored by impartial

bodies such as the Europeali Union and UN Commission on Human Rights, both of which have

expressed an înterest in establishing offices in Pristina. An increased field presence by the

Organiztion for Security and Cooperatiori in Europe would also be welcome. As well as

monitoring the human and political rights situation, these international bodies could monitor the

implementation of any new agreements, including the recently signed education accord.

The United Nations is establishing a war crimes tribunal to investigate whether war crimes were

committed by Serbs in the March mass killings. The United States has contributed more than

one million dollars for the tribunal. While this effort is important given the atrocîties

cormîtted, it should flot become a focal point or centre piece of Western reaction to, the Kosovo

conflict. A war crimes tribunal may serve justice and mete out punishment, but it will flot end

Kosovols long-standing human rights problems. In fact, the war crimes tribunal could be

inflammatory, giving Aibanians additional basis for hating and distrusting the Serbs and

providing Milosevic with more "evidence" of discrimination by the international community.

The international community should undertake the monitoring and protection of humnan rights in

Kosovo in such a way as to emphasize that both Serbs and Aibanians will be protected and witb

the intent of getting formai agreements on issues of hurnan rights between the Aibanian leaders

and Milosevic. The international bodies should be clear that they are there to protect the

political and human rights of ail citizens of Kosovo regardless of ethnicity. Progress may be

m-el- « i l*en.,ltoll1u nn n varietv of mutuallv beneficial human rights issues that develop a
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if the international communitY takes action to prevent refugees frorn flen9ooo hn o

humanitarian reasons, it should implement a complemefltary program for ensuri ng the basic

needs of internally displaced persons (IDPs) within Kosovo, of whom there are an estimated

24,000 at this time. There are a number of international organizations already working with

IDPs in Kosovo whose knowledge and skills could easily be augmented.

square1y on
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